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Joint Log Operationalization Scorecard

- DAFL for Combatant Cdr (MNF-I CG)
- Theater-wide COP and visibility of assets/stocks
- Supply Chain visibility management
- Distribution Chain visibility and management
- Joint staffs above tactical level
- Joint/Coalition logistics contingency planning
- Joint/Coalition logistics deliberate planning
- Joint contract management
- DLA Customer Support Teams
- CDDOC & TRANSCOM assistance
- National Building thru Joint Log
- Support to Coalition Partners

Scorecard Legend
- Excellent; highly effective
- Good; mostly effective
- Marginal; occasionally ineffective
- Poor; usually ineffective

Overall Assessment: Logistics support to warfighters is outstanding at tactical level – but at incredible expense; we are highly effective, but not very efficient… Better Joint operational processes can enhance warfighting AND reduce costs
Joint logistics community must continue to support USFK and CENTCOM/MNF-I efforts – in concert with National Partners -- to develop:

**Joint Log C2, Joint Log Tasking Order Process, Joint Log Web Portal**
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#1 - Log C2: Taking down “The Berm”

**Joint-Enabled TSC/JLC:***
- Takes down “berm”
- Establishes single log C2
- Allows SCE off-ramp
- Key log pushed forward
- Extends support to Afghanistan

**Redeploy**
- SCE to CONUS
- Balad
- Tallil
- Kuwait

**Log C2**
- Takes down “The Berm”
- Establishes single log C2
- Allows SCE off-ramp
- Key log pushed forward
- Extends support to Afghanistan
#2: Joint Log Tasking Order (JLTO) in Korea

**JOINT COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT**

- **SCOPE PROBLEM**
- **SHARE DATA**
- **COLLECT DATA ON ISSUE**
- **DEVELOP SOLUTION**
- **STAFF PROPOSED ACTION**
- **DECISION?**
- **PUBLISH JLTO FRAGO**

**JLTO**: Cut decision cycle thru collaborative log action FRAGO

**USFK has developed & validated an effective and responsive JLTO process that improved and expedited decision making**
USFK has developed & validated a Joint Log Portal in ‘06; JFCOM and CENTCOM standing up GCSS-J based portal ISO CENTCOM AOR – to be demo’ed in Kuwait NLT EOM March 08.
Way Ahead

MNF-I Supported Commander

CENTCOM
• Funding
• Joint Log Portal
• DOTMLPF Development
• JLTO process

JFCOM
• Funding
• Joint Log Portal
• DOTMLPF Development
• JLTO process

DLA
• Joint Log Support
• Supply Chain Mgmt

TRANSCOM
• Asset Visibility
• Distribution Mgmt

Must continue to support CENTCOM/MNF-I and National Partners ongoing efforts to enhance warfighting thru improved Joint Logistics capabilities and processes
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